LUOSTO – RELAXED SKIING
Luosto ski centre offers seven smooth ski slopes and powder. All the slope activities are in the vicinity of the slope restaurant Ski-Knööli, which makes it possible to follow the street and the children’s sledding from the terrace. The fire hut Nunnukka at the base of the Sun Lift (Aurinkohissi) is a place where you can enjoy your own snacks.

FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
Luosto is well suited for the youngest in the family; the family slope is a safe place for learning the basics of skiing. Cross-country skiers can enjoy 150 km of maintained ski tracks, and the connection from Luosto to Pyhä via Kopara is also open.

The same ski pass gets you to the slopes of Luosto, Ounasvaara, Olos and Pallas.

LUOSTO FEATURES
- Lapland Hotels Luostotunturi 166 Accommodation option
- Restaurant
- Spa
- Conference center
- Gym
- Comprehensive variety of Chalets and Log Cabins

DESTINATION FACTS
- 7 slopes and connecting routes
- 4 lifts
- Run lengths 400–1 500 m
- Height differences 60–225 m
- Total distance of maintained slopes approx. 7 km

SERVICES
Winter tobogganing, restaurants, equipment rentals, ski school, fire hut Nunnukka, track monitoring system, carpet lift, sledge and tuberun

DISTANCES
- Airport 95 min
- Railway station 90 min

CONTACT INFORMATION
Offpiste 4
99555 Luosto
+358 (0)40 684 9101
ski.luosto@laplandhotels.com

CAPTIVATING SKIING LANDSCAPES
Lapland Ski Resorts – Ylläs, Luosto, Olos, Pallas and Ounasvaara – offer a wide range of skiing options, ranging from child-friendly slopes to cross-country ski trails several kilometres long, and routes that will unleash your competitive spirit. The network of several hundreds of kilometres of cross-country ski trails ensures that even the most demanding skier will find their ideal route.